
Press Release – “I Have Schizophrenia”
The new song by Australian indie-folk Singer-songwriter Alex Edwards:

What is the current state of mental health awareness in Australia? Especially, in the music industry? Sure, there is the 
charity “Support Act” – and then more generally, Lifeline, Beyond Blue... but where are the disorder-specific landing pads 
for people to meet with once they are diagnosed with a given illness? What is the port of call for a person who has 
undergone the medical establishment's branding rituals and wishes to find community, identity and information about their 
given circumstances? Take Schizophrenia, for instance. There is no Schizophrenia QLD (where Alex Edwards lives), nor is 
there a Schizophrenia Australia. In fact, is there a Schizophrenia Worldwide? Nope. Hey, homosexuality used to be regarded
as a mental illness a few decades ago – we are still early in the era for how we think about neurodivergence and how we 
come to the subject accurately. So, what will “I Have Schizophrenia” do for Schizophrenia advocacy? Well, in its film clip, 
Alex Edwards bares all – literally – and rips off his garb to say, “Hey, this is me – there is no guile or masquerade, I have it, 
and I am trying my best.” Alex Edwards confesses that he has had people come up to him at music venues and say, “Hey 
man, I have Schizophrenia too – it really meant a lot to me what you did. Maybe we should all be more open about our 
condition?” - these are the kind of results that confirm that indeed, the Singer-songwriter perhaps released a song with the
right outcomes transpiring. Who knows, if someone hears this song and it means something to them, then maybe it 
connotes a kind of possibility and hope for that there listener, that a catharsis can be theirs too, and that they can share in 
the survivor arc that Alex Edwards occupies, even if only for a few minutes!
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Download: (All bitrates and formats click here!)
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Artist biography: (Click here!)
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